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Background and scope of the research

The operating model for marketing teams has evolved rapidly in recent years. Marketing's traditional offline and localized model has been disrupted by the rise of the internet and 
consequent globalization, making marketing a significant part of the enterprises’ global delivery strategy. Furthermore, recent global phenomena such as the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
subsequent recession, changing consumer behavior, and the growth of generative AI (gen AI) have compelled marketers to rethink their marketing strategies and deliver more with less.

As marketers focus on reshaping their delivery strategies, the prime focus remains on “where, who, and how.” The answer to these three questions forms the bedrock of a robust marketing 
operating model that will drive relevant, personalized, automated, and cost-efficient marketing campaigns for the consumer of today.

In this report, we define the multiple layers of the marketing operating model and discuss the importance of a robust delivery and sourcing model that forms the core of marketing 
operations. We further analyze the marketing offshoring/nearshoring landscape and the key benefits of marketing services delivery from low-cost, talent-rich regions. We provide a detailed 
overview of the in-house and outsourced sourcing strategies, along with the underlying factors that will make or break the overall marketing operating model.

We focus on:
 The key factors that will lead to the transformation of marketing operations as we know it
 The fundamental elements of the marketing operating model – delivery, sourcing and talent, and enabling pillars (integrate technology, risk mitigations, governance, and operating 

philosophy) 
 How to evaluate the impact of gen AI on marketing delivery

Scope of this report

Geography Service providers Services Use cases
Global 35+ marketing 

service providers
250+ enterprises Marketing services 
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 A growing need for talent, coupled with macroeconomic factors, have led to the rapid evolution of the marketing services operating 
model

 The evolution is set to happen rapidly, with the tried-and-true hub & spoke model forming the basis of future evolution

Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:

 The result of enterprise customers’ plethora of demands is service providers rapidly globalizing delivery and deepening expertise to 
become the partner of choice 

 Content and campaign processes adoption is strong across enterprises and sourcing choices

 Technology platforms have become critical in enabling a global operating model; many technology providers already have suitable 
offerings in the market

 Firms will need to choose appropriate governance models, build rich enterprise cultures, and assess multiple risk factors when 
designing their operating models

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages

Evolution sparks transformation 
in sourcing priorities 

Enabling pillars take shape
to accelerate growth

Marketing’s operating model
is primed for disruption

This report examines the global 2023 marketing services landscape. It focuses on the various elements of marketing delivery and sourcing landscape that collectively form the global 
marketing operating model. It provides key insights for enterprise sourcing strategies and highlights the benefits of offshoring/nearshoring marketing activities to low-cost delivery centers. It 
further defines the enabling ecosystem for the marketing operating model and highlights the impact of generative AI on enterprise marketing strategies.
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This study offers seven distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of 
marketing operating model; below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the report

Marketing’s operating model Maturity nearshoring/offshoring across corporate functions

Offshored marketing services contracts by process Distribution of GBS centers by level of participation in marketing services delivery
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